
Sheet Pan Chicken with Spring Vegetables

Serving:
2-4

Type:
meat, gluten-free

Author:
Liz Rueven

Notes:

When time is short and you still want to prep a proper meal sheet pan
chicken is the perfect solution. The trick is to use the correct pan (avoid
non-stick) and be sure to pre-heat the pan as your oven climbs to a sizzling
400 degrees fahrenheit.
Consider this recipe a suggestion as you rotate your seasonal veggies and
herb/spice blends to suit your whim.

For more veggie and herb pairing ideas see my suggestions above.



Ingredients:

2 organic chicken quarters or chicken parts of choice (dark meat)
1/2 red onion, thinly sliced
1 bunch asparagus, thick ends snapped, and stalks sliced lengthwise
4-5 carrots, sliced lengthwise (go for multi colored if you can find them)
1 bunch leeks, sliced lengthwise
6-8 whole cloves garlic, peeled
1/2 lemon, thinly sliced
8-10 sprigs fresh thyme
1/2 cup olive oil
salt and pepper
1 Tb. powdered spice- I used La Boite's "bernise" blend- see post above for
other suggestions
handful chives or parsley for garnish

Directions:

Line a half sheet pan (18x13) with parchment paper and place into oven.
Preheat oven to 400 degrees Fahrenheit (yes, the pan is pre-heating as
your oven is).

Pat chicken dry with paper towels and season with salt and pepper and
powdered spices

When oven reaches 400F place seasoned chicken parts, skin side down,
onto hot pan and roast for 12-15 minutes.
As parts are roasting, place all veggies into a large mixing bowl and toss
with fresh herbs, olive oil, additional salt and pepper and powdered spices.
Remove pan from oven and flip chicken so that skin side is facing up.
Arrange vegetable melange around the chicken parts, distributing evenly
and trying to keep things in one layer as much as possible.
Place pan back in oven and continue roasting for another 30-35 minutes or
until chicken reaches 165 degrees Fahrenheit or juices run clear.



Tips:

When I make sheet pan chicken I like to roast potatoes separately so they
remain pareve. I often use the leftovers for frittata or a spontaneous egg
scramble the next day.
To roast sheet pan potatoes use the same technique described above. If
you've run out of spice blend, simply season with salt, pepper and garlic
powder or any other blend you like. Be sure to start potatoes cut side
down so they turn golden and crisp when they hit that hot pan. Flip them
half way through cooking.


